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SUMMARY
A new method for solution of the evolution of plane curves satisfying the geometric equation v= (x;k; ),
where v is the normal velocity, k and   are the curvature and tangential angle of a plane curve  ⊂R2
at the point x∈ , is proposed. We derive a governing system of partial di erential equations for the
curvature, tangential angle, local length and position vector of an evolving family of plane curves and
prove local in time existence of a classical solution. These equations include a non-trivial tangential
velocity functional governing a uniform redistribution of grid points and thus preventing numerically
computed solutions from forming various instabilities. We discretize the governing system of equations
in order to  nd a numerical solution for 2D anisotropic interface motions and image segmentation
problems. Copyright ? 2004 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
KEY WORDS: mean curvature  ow; anisotropy; external force; interface; image segmentation;
Lagrangian approach; semi-implicit scheme
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we study the evolution of a closed smooth embedded plane curve  :S1 →R2.
The normal velocity v of an evolving family of plane curves  t, t¿0, is assumed to be a
function of the curvature k, tangential angle   and position vector x∈ t,
v= (x;k; ) (1)
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Geometric equations of the form (1) appear within a large variety of applied problems as dy-
namics of phase boundaries in thermomechanics, in modelling of  ame front propagation, in
combustion, semiconductors industry, etc. They also have a special importance in image pro-
cessing and computer vision. A particular choice v= (k) leads to the so-called morphological
image and shape multiscale analysis studied by Alvarez et al. [1]. Sapiro and Tannenbaum [2]
considered a special choice of the normal velocity  (k)=k1=3 for the a ne invariant analysis
of shapes. A typical case in which the normal velocity v may depend on the position vector x
can be found in image segmentation [3,4]. For a comprehensive overview of other important
applications of the geometric equation (1) we refer to recent books by Sethian [5], Sapiro [6]
and Osher and Fedkiw [7].
We follow the so-called direct approach for solving the geometric equation (1). In com-
parison to the other well-known techniques, like, e.g. level-set method [5,7,8] or phase- eld
approximations (see e.g. References [9,10]), in the direct approach one-space-dimensional evo-
lutionary problems are solved. A  rst idea behind the direct approach consists of representation
of a family of embedded curves  t by the position vector x∈R2, i.e.  t =Image(x(:;t)) where
x is a solution to the geometric equation
@tx= N +  T (2)
where  = (x;k; ), N=(−sin  ;cos  ) and T=(cos  ;sin  ) are the unit inward normal and
tangent vectors, respectively. For the normal velocity v=@tx:N we have v= (x;k; ). Notice
that the presence of a tangential velocity functional   has no impact on the shape of evolving
curves and therefore a ‘natural’ setting  =0 has been chosen for analytical as well as nu-
merical treatment in the literature [11–15]. An important role of a non-trivial tangential term
has been discovered and utilized in References [16–21]. In Reference [21], Equation (1) has
been solved with  = (k; ) non-linearly depending on the curvature k. The tangential term
  appearing in (2) has been chosen in such a way that an initial distribution of grid points
representing a curve is preserved during evolution. In case of isotropic and linear dependence
of the  ow on curvature, the same redistribution strategy has been suggested by Hou et al.
in References [16,19]. Such an approach signi cantly improved and stabilized all computa-
tions realized by the direct method which has been documented by a variety of numerical
experiments in References [16,19,21].
Here, we present a direct method for solving the geometric equation (1) with the normal
velocity v involving a curvature, anisotropy, spatial position dependence and strong exter-
nal driving force. In the case of a convex initial curve such an approach was discussed in
References [22,23] where the so-called curve shortening equation has been solved in a  xed
spatial interval determined by a range of values of the tangential angle. In the non-convex
case the situation is more di cult because the tangential angle cannot be used as a  xed
domain parametrization. However, as it will be shown in this paper for general situation (1),
a closed system of equations for both geometrical quantities k and   can be derived enabling
us to handle evolution of non-convex curves also. Particular cases of such equations have
been considered in References [16,19] for linear curvature driven motions and in Reference
[21] for anisotropic non-linear curvature  ows without spatial dependence of the evolution.
The system contains intrinsic parabolic equations for the curvature, tangential angle and ordi-
nary di erential equations for evolution of the local length element and position vector. The
governing system includes a non-trivial tangential velocity functional   which in comparison
to References [16,19,21] forces a curve representation to be uniform without any condition
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to its initial grid points distribution. Taking into account such suitable tangential velocity we
can prevent numerical solutions from forming numerical instabilities like, e.g. merging of
grid points or formation of ‘swallow tails’. We can furthermore resolve the so-called sharp
corners formation and their evolution. From the analytical point of view, we prove short time
existence of solution to a general non-linear curve evolution model (1) and derive further
properties of solutions like, e.g. existence of various Lyapunov functionals.
Our suggested fully discrete numerical scheme is semi-implicit in time, i.e. all non-linearities
are treated from the previous time step and linear terms are discretized at the current time
level. Then we solve tridiagonal systems in every time step in a fast and simple way. We
show that the stability constraint for our semi-implicit scheme with tangential redistribution
is related to an integral average of k  along the curve and not to pointwise values of k . The
pointwise in uence of this term would lead to severe time step restriction in a neighbourhood
of corners, while our approach bene ts from a regularity of the curve outside the corners.
Thus the method allows the choosing of larger time steps without loss of stability.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In the next section, we discuss applications in which
a geometric equation of form (1) naturally occurs. In Section 3, we present a governing system
of PDEs capable of describing the evolution of plane curves satisfying (1). We prove local
in time existence of classical solutions by means of the abstract theory of fully non-linear
parabolic equations. Section 4 is devoted to the study of qualitative properties of solutions.
We derive several Lyapunov functionals decreasing along trajectories. Section 5 is focused
on the problem of how to choose a suitable tangential velocity functional  . In Section 6,
numerical schemes for full space time discretization of the governing system of equations are
presented and the results of numerical simulations are discussed.
2. MOTIVATION
Throughout the paper we will be mainly concerned with applications in which the normal
velocity v may depend on the position vector x, the tangential angle   and the dependence
on the curvature k is linear, i.e. v= (x;k; ) where
 (x;k; )= (x; )k + c(x; ) (3)
and  ¿0 and c are smooth coe cients depending on x and  .
The sharp-interface description of the solidi cation process is described by the Stefan prob-
lem with a surface tension, i.e. the heat equation is solved in both phases, the Stefan condition
for heat  uxes on the interface is taken into account and the Gibbs–Thomson law for interface
motion in the form
 e
 
(U − U∗)= −  2( )k +  1( )v (4)
where v is the normal velocity of the interface, k its curvature, U∗ is a melting point,  e is
di erence in entropy per unit volume between liquid and solid phases,   is a constant surface
tension,  1 is a coe cient of attachment kinetics and dimensionless function  2 describes
anisotropy of the interface is considered (see e.g. References [10,24]). One can see that the
Gibbs–Thomson condition can be viewed as a relationship of the form (3). In Reference [13],
Angenent and Gurtin studied perfect conductors where the problem can be reduced to a single
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Figure 1. The image intensity function u0 (left). The density plot of the function  
and corresponding vector  eld W (right).
equation on the interface. Following this approach and assuming a constant kinetic coe cient
one obtains the equation
v= ( )k + F (5)
describing the interface dynamics. It is often referred to as the anisotropic curve shortening
equation with a constant driving force F (energy di erence between bulk phases) and a given
anisotropy function  .
In the context of image segmentation, a problem is to detect plane curves on which the
gradient ∇u0 of the image intensity function u0 :R2 →[0;1] is large and which form boundaries
of a segmented object. One can construct such a boundary by evolving a family of curves
respecting the geometric equation (3) where c=c(x; ) is a driving force and  = (x; )¿0
is a smoothing coe cient. We will use a generalization of a model proposed by Casseles et
al. in Reference [3] and by Kichenassamy et al. in Reference [4]. To this end, let us take a
smooth edge detector function h:[0;∞)→(0;∞) such that h ¡0, h(0)=1, h(+∞)=0 and
h (s)6Ch(s), |h  (s)|6C, s¿0, for some constant C¿0. A typical example of such a detector
function is h(s)=1=(1+ s2) where  ¿0 is a parameter (cf. Reference [25]). If the intensity
function u0 is C2 smooth then the vector  eld W(x)= −∇  (x) where  (x)=h(|∇u0(x)|)
has an important geometric property because it points towards regions where the norm of the
gradient ∇u0 is large (see Figure 1 right). Notice that a possible lack of smoothness of u0
(e.g. due to a noise) can be overcome by convolving u0 by a smooth molli er G  having
a compact support of a small radius  ¿0 or by applying a selectively smoothing non-linear
 lter [26,27]. Taking into account the geometric property of the vector  eld W(x) we are in
a position to de ne a driving force c(x; ) as follows:
c(x; )=b( (x))W(x):N= − b( (x))∇ (x):N (6)
where b=b( ) and the unit inward normal vector N is given by N=(−sin  ;cos  ). A rea-
sonable choice of a regularization function  , which will decrease the amount of regularization
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in a neighbourhood of an edge, is given by
 (x)=a( (x)) (7)
where a( ) is a smooth function, a(0)=0, a( )¿0 for  ¿0. As a typical example one can
take a( )=   where  ¿0 is a parameter. In the case  =1 and b( )=1 we obtain a model
proposed and investigated in References [3,4].
3. ANALYSIS OF THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS
In this section, we derive a closed system of PDEs governing the evolution of the  ow of
plane curves satisfying the geometric equation (1). An embedded regular plane curve   will
be parameterized by a smooth function x:S1 →R2 such that  =Image(x)={x(u);u∈[0;1]}
and |@ux|¿0. Hereafter, we identify the unit circle S1 with the interval [0;1]≈R=Z respecting
the periodic boundary conditions at u=0;1. Let s denote the unit arc-length parameterization
of a curve  =Image(x). Then ds=|@ux|du and the tangent vector T and the signed curvature
k of   satisfy
T=@sx = |@ux|−1@ux; k =@sx ∧ @2
sx=|@ux|−3@ux ∧ @2
ux (8)
The unit inward normal vector N is chosen in such a way that T ∧ N=1 where a ∧ b is the
determinant of the 2×2 matrix with column vectors a, b.B y  we denote the tangent angle
to  , i.e.  = arg(T). Then (cos  ;sin  )=T. By Fren  et’s formulae @sT=kN and @sN= −kT.
Let a regular smooth initial curve  0 =Image(x0) be given. As it was already sketched in
Section 1, a  ow of plane curves  t =Image(x(:;t)), t ∈[0;T), satisfying (1) can be repre-
sented by a solution x=x(u;t) to the position vector equation (2). Unfortunately, this equa-
tion cannot be solved directly because it contains the curvature k depending on higher order
derivatives of a solution x itself (see (8)). This is why we have to construct a closed sys-
tem of governing equations for the curvature k, the tangent angle  , the local length element
g=|@ux| and the position vector x. The equations to follow are straightforward modi cations
of well-known geometric equations derived for the case of zero tangential velocity   (see
e.g. References [11,28,29]). In the case   =0 these equations have been derived by the au-
thors in Reference [21]. Recall that the equation for the tangential angle is: @t =@s  +  k.
Since @s =k and @s =  
k@sk +   
 k + ∇ x :T we end up with the following closed system of
parabolic-ordinary di erential equations:
@tk =@2
s  +  @sk + k2  (9)
@t =  
k@2
s  +(   +   
 )@s  + ∇ x :T (10)
@tg= − gk  + @u  (11)
@tx= N +  T (12)
where (u;t)∈[0;1]×(0;T), ds=gdu and T=@sx=(cos  ;sin  ), N=T⊥ =(−sin  ;cos  ).
The functional   may depend on the variables k,  , g, x. A solution (k; ;g;x) to (9)–(12) is
subject to initial conditions
k(:;0)=k0;  (:;0)= 0;g (:;0)=g0; (x:;0)=x0(:)
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and periodic boundary conditions at u=0;1 except for the tangent angle   for which we require
that the tangent vector T(u;t)=(cos( (u;t)); sin( (u;t))) is 1-periodic in the u variable. Notice
that the initial conditions for k0,  0, g0 and x0 (the curvature, tangent angle, local length
element and position vector of the initial curve  0) must satisfy the following compatibility
constraints:
g0 =|@ux0|¿0;k 0 =g
−3
0 @ux0 ∧ @2
ux0;@ u 0 =g0k0
In the rest of this section we will prove local in time existence of a classical solution of
the governing system of Equations (9)–(12) by following the abstract theory of non-linear
analytic semi ows due to Angenent (cf. Reference [30]). If we denote  =(k; ;g;x) then
the system of governing Equations (9)–(12) can be rewritten as a fully non-linear PDE of
the form
@t =f( );  (0)= 0 (13)
where f( )=F( ; ( )) and F( ; ) is the right-hand side of (9)–(12). Let 0¡%¡1b e
 xed. By Ek we denote the following scale of Banach spaces:
Ek =c2k+%(S1)×c2k+%
∗ (S1)×c1+%(S1)×(c2+%(S1))2 (14)
where k =0; 1
2; 1, and c2k+%(S1) is the ‘little’ H  older space, i.e. the closure of C∞(S1)i n
the topology of the H  older space C2k+%(S1) (see Reference [28]). By c
2k+%
∗ (S1) we have
denoted the Banach manifold c
2k+%
∗ (S1)={ :R→R;T=(cos  ;sin  )∈(c2k+%(S1))2}. In order
to overcome di culties with function space setting one can treat equation (10) for the tangent
angle   rewritten in terms of the tangent vector T, i.e.
@tT=@t N=  
k@2
sT +   
kk2T +(   +   
 )@sT +( ∇ x :T)N
where N=T⊥. Clearly, T(:;t)∈(c2k+%(S1))2 i   (:;t)c
2k+%
∗ (S1). Now if we assume
 ∈C1(O1
2
;c 2+%(S1)) (15)
for any bounded open subset O1=2 ⊂E1=2 such that g¿0 for any (k; ;g;x)∈O1=2 and the
function  :R2 ×R×R→R is C4 smooth and 2 -periodic in the   variable then the mapping
f is C1 smooth from the open subset O1 =O1=2 ∩E1 ⊂E1 into E0.
If the Fr  echet derivative df(    )∈L(E1;E 0) belongs to the maximal regularity class
M1(E0;E 1) for any    ∈O1 where O1 is a neighbourhood of the initial condition  0 then, by
Reference [30, Theorem 2.7], the abstract equation (13) has a unique solution  ∈Y (T) =
C([0;T];E 1)∩C1([0;T];E 0) on some small enough time interval [0;T]. Recall that the class
M1(E0;E 1)⊂L(E1;E 0) consists of those generators of analytic semigroups A:D(A)=E1 ⊂
E0 →E0 for which the linear equation @t =A +h(t), 0¡t61,  (0)= 0, has a unique
solution  ∈Y (1) for any h∈C([0;1];E 0) and  0 ∈E1. In other words, (E0;E 1) is a maximal
parabolic regularity pair.
Theorem 3.1
Assume  0 =(k0;  0;g 0;x 0)∈E1 where k0 is the curvature,  0 is the tangential vector and
g0 =|@ux0|¿0 is the local length element of an initial regular curve  0 =Image(x0). If  =
 (x;k; )i saC4 smooth function which is 2 -periodic in the   variable and such that
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min 0   
k(x0;k 0;  0)¿0. Suppose   satis es (15). Then there exists a unique classical solu-
tion  =(k; ;g;x)∈C([0;T];E 1)∩C1([0;T];E 0) of governing system of Equations (9)–(12)
de ned on some small time interval [0;T], T¿0. Moreover, if   is the maximal solution
de ned on [0;T max] then either Tmax =+∞ or lim inft→T
−
max min t   
k(x;k; )=0 or Tmax¡+∞
and max t |k|→∞ as t →Tmax.
Proof
Since @s =k and @s =  
k@sk +   
 k + ∇ x :T the curvature equation (9) can be rewritten in
the divergent form
@tk =@s(  
k@sk)+@s(  
 k)+k∇ x :N + @s(∇ x :T)+ @sk + k2 
Let us take an open bounded subset O1=2 ⊂E1=2 such that  0 ∈O1 =O1=2 ∩E1 ⊂E1, g¿0, and
  
k(x;k; )¿0 for any (k; ;g;x)∈O1. The linearization of f at a point    =(  k;    ;   g;   x)∈O1 has
the form df(    )=d F(    ;    )+d F(    ;    )d  (    ) where    = (    ) and
d F(    ;    )=@u   D@u +   B@u +   C; d F(    ;    )=(  g
−1@u   k;   k;@u;   T)
  D=diag(   D11;   D22;0;0;0),   D11 =   D22 =  g
−2  
k(  x;   k;    )∈C1+%(S1) and   B,   C are 5×5 matrices
with C%(S1) smooth coe cients. Moreover,   Bij =0 for i=3;4;5 and   C3j ∈C1+%,   Cij ∈C2+%
for i=4;5 and all j. The linear operator A1 de ned by A1 =@u(   D@u ), D(A1)=E1 ⊂E0 is a
generator of an analytic semigroup on E0 and, moreover, A1 ∈M1(E0;E 1) (see Reference [30]).
Notice that d F(    ;    ) belongs to L(C2+%(S1);E 1=2) and this is why we can write d f(    )
as a sum A1 + A2 where A2 ∈L(E1=2;E 0). Thus  A2  E06C   E1=26C   
1=2
E0    
1=2
E1 and so
the linear operator A2 is a relatively bounded linear perturbation of A1 with zero relative
bound (cf. Reference [30]). With regard to Reference [30, Lemma 2.5] the class M1 is closed
with respect to such perturbations. Thus d f(    )∈M1(E0;E 1). The proof of the short time
existence of a solution   now follows from [30, Theorem 2.7].
Finally, we will show that the maximal curvature becomes unbounded as t →Tmax in the
case lim inft→T
−
max min t   
k¿0 and Tmax¡+∞. Suppose to the contrary that max t |k|6M¡∞
for any t ∈[0;T max). According to [Reference [28], Theorem 3.1] there exists a unique maximal
solution  :[0;T 
max)→ (R2) satisfying the geometric equation (1). Recall that  (R2)i st h e
space of C1 regular Jordan curves in the plane (cf. Reference [28]). Moreover,  t is a C∞
smooth curve for any t ∈(0;T 
max) and the maximum of the absolute value of the curvature
tends to in nity as t →T 
max. Thus Tmax¡T 
max and therefore the curvature and subsequently
  remain bounded in C2+%
 
norm on the interval [0;T max] for any %  ∈(%;1). Applying the
compactness argument one sees that the limit limt→Tmax  (:;t) exists and remains bounded in
the space E1 and one can continue the solution   beyond Tmax, a contradiction.
Remark 3.2
In a general case where the normal velocity may depend on the position vector x, the maximal
time of existence of a solution can be either  nite or in nite. Indeed, as an example one can
consider the unit ball B={|x|¡1} and function  (x)=(|x|−1)  for x= ∈B,  ¿0. Suppose that
 0 ={|x|=R0} is a circle with a radius R0¿1 and the family  t, t ∈[0;T) evolves according
to the normal velocity function  (x;k)= (x)k. Then, it is an easy calculus to verify that
the family  t approaches the boundary @B={|x|=1} in a  nite time Tmax¡∞ provided that
0¡ ¡1 whereas Tmax =+ ∞ in the case  =1.
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4. LYAPUNOV FUNCTIONALS AND QUALITATIVE PROPERTIES OF SOLUTIONS
In this section, we will analyse the qualitative properties of a solution to the governing system
of Equations (9)–(12). The aim is to derive suitable Lyapunov functionals decreasing along
trajectories as well as to prove   a priori estimates of solutions to (9)–(12) for particular
choices of the normal velocity functional  .
We begin with a well-known identity for the total length of evolving curves satisfying (1).
Since   is periodic in the u variable we obtain from (11)
d
dt
Lt +

 t
k ds=0
where
Lt =

 t
ds=
 1
0
g(u;t)du (16)
is the total length of a curve  t.I fk ¿0 then the evolution of plane curves parameterized by
a solution of (2) represents a curve shortening  ow, i.e. Lt26Lt16L0 for any 06t16t26T.
In the rest of this section we will only focus on the normal velocity function   arising from
the image segmentation problem discussed in more detail in Section 2.2. We will assume that
the normal velocity function v= (x;k; ) has the following form:
 (x;k; )=a( )k − b( )(∇ :N) (17)
where  = (x) is a smooth and bounded (up to the second derivative) function,  : →(0;1]
de ned in a domain  ⊂R2 and a=a( );b=b( ) are smooth functions a( )¿0 for  ¿0.
Let us consider a  ow  t;t ¿0, of plane curves with the normal velocity given by (17).
Local in time existence of a smooth solution follows from Theorem 3.1 provided that the
initial curve  0 ⊂  is smooth. Notice that
 (x)¿0 for anyx∈ 0 (18)
In the following proposition we will show that the  ow  t;t ¿ 0, has a gradient structure,
i.e. there exists a Lyapunov functional non-increasing with respect to time t.
Proposition 4.1
If a family  t; 06t¡Tmax, of plane curves satis es (17) then
d
dt

 t
H( (x))ds +

 t
H( (x))
a( (x))
 2 ds=0
where
H( )=e
  
0 (b( )=a( ))d  (19)
In particular, the functional V( )=

  H( (x))ds is a Lyapunov functional, i.e. (d=dt)V( t)
60 for any 06t¡Tmax.
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Proof
Computing the time derivative of H( ) we obtain: @tH( )=H ( )(∇ :@tx)=(bH( )=a)
( (∇ :N)+ (∇ :T))=(bH( )=a) (∇ :N)+ @sH( ) where  = (x);a =a( );b =b( ),
and x=x(u;t) is a solution to (9)–(12) representing the curve  t, i.e.  t =Image(x(:;t)).
Since ds=gdu and @tg= − gk  + @u  we have
d
dt

 t
H( )ds=

 t
@tH( ) − H( )k  + H( )@s ds
=

 t
 H( )

b
a
(∇ :N) − k

ds= −

 t
 2
a
H( )ds
because  =ak − b(∇ :N) and

 t  @sH + H@s ds=

 t @s( H)ds=0.
As an immediate consequence of the previous result we can exclude the existence of time
periodic families of plane curves with the normal velocity satisfying (17).
Corollary 4.1
There exists no non-trivial time periodic family of plane curves  t;t ¿0, satisfying (17).
The next result is focused on   a priori estimates of solutions. We will need the following
structural assumptions made on the functions a and  :
a(0)=0;0¡a( )6C1  for any 0¡ 61
|∇ (x)|6C2 (x) for any x∈ 
(20)
where C1;C 2¿0 are positive constants. Notice that this hypothesis is ful lled in the case
a( )=  ; ¿0 and the function   is de ned as in Section 2, i.e.  (x)=h(|∇u0(x)|) where
h:[0;∞)→[0;1] is an arbitrary edge detector function and u0 is a smoothed image intensity
function.
Lemma 4.2
Assume (20). If a family  t; 06t¡Tmax, of plane curves satis es (17) then there exists a
constant C¿0 such that minx ∈ t  (x)¿e−Ct minx ∈ 0  (x) for any 06t¡Tmax.
Proof
Let z(u;t)= (x(u;t)) where  t =Image(x(:;t)) and x is a solution to (9)–(12). With regard
to (2) and Fren  et’s formulae it is an easy calculation to verify that z is a solution to the
following parabolic equation:
@tz=a(z)@2
sz − a(z)TT∇2 T +  @sz − b(z)(∇ :N)2
where a(z)=a(z(u;t))¿0;b (z)=b(z(u;t)). Since   is assumed to be smooth it follows from
(20) that there exist constants C3;C 4¿0 such that |a( (x))TT∇2 (x)T|6C3 (x)=C3z and
|b( (x)) ∇ (x)|26C4 (x)=C4z. Since |∇ (x)|2 =(∇ (x):N)2+(∇ (x):T)2 =(∇ (x):N)2+
(@sz)2 we have
@tz¿a@2
sz +( b(z)@sz +  )@sz − Cz
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for some constant C¿0 depending on C3 and C4 only. Applying the parabolic maximum
principle yields minu∈[0;1] z(u;t)¿e−Ct minu∈[0;1] z(u;0) for any 06t¡Tmax and the proof of
lemma follows.
As a consequence of the previous result we obtain
Proposition 4.3
Assume hypothesis (20) is ful lled. If the normal velocity of an evolving family  t;
06t¡Tmax, of plane curves satis es (17) then for the maximal time of existence of a solu-
tion we have either Tmax =∞ or Tmax ¡ ∞.I fTmax ¡ ∞ then the modulus of the curvature
|k(:;t)| becomes unbounded and Lt →0a st →Tmax.
Proof
The proof follows from Theorem 3.1 and the previous lemma.
5. CONTROLLING THE TANGENTIAL MOTION
The purpose of this section is to discuss the role of a tangential velocity functional   in
equation (2) for the position vector. In comparison to the approach developed [21], where an
initial distribution of grid points is preserved during evolution, the aim of this section is to
generalize this approach in order to achieve uniform redistribution of points belonging to  t.
The idea behind the construction of a suitable functional   is to examine the behaviour of
the so-called relative local length de ned as the ratio g(u;t)=Lt. If this ratio tends to some
constant C¿0a st →Tmax, i.e. limt →T
−
max g(u;t)=Lt =C then, at the maximal time t =Tmax
the redistribution of grid points becomes constant. Inevitably, the identity
 1
0 g(u;t)du = Lt
implies C =1. Moreover, the condition
lim
t →T
−
max
g(u;t)
Lt
=1
is ful lled provided that there exists a relaxation function !∈L1
loc[0;T max)) such that
 Tmax
0
!( )d =∞ (21)
and g(u;t)=Lt =1+( g0(u)=L0 − 1)e−
 t
0 !( )d  for any u∈[0;1] and t ∈[0;T max). This equation
can be rewritten as an ODE
d
dt

g(u;t)
Lt
− 1

+ !(t)

g(u;t)
Lt
− 1

=0
Taking into account the local length equation (11) and total length equation (16) the above
ODE is satis ed if and only if the tangential velocity functional   obeys the equation
@u =g

k  −
1
L

 
k 

+ !(t)(L − g) (22)
where L=Lt is the total length of the curve  = t.
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5.1. Finite time extinction solutions
By a  nite time extinction solution of the mean curvature  ow we mean an evolving family
of plane curves  t existing on a maximal  nite time interval [0;T max) where Tmax¡∞ and
such that the total length Lt vanishes as t →T−
max, i.e. limt →T
−
max Lt =0. It is always the case
if the normal velocity   satis es   
k(x;k; )¿ ;  (x;0; )=0 for any x;k;  where  ¿0i sa
constant. As an example one can consider the normal velocity of the form  (x;k; )= (x; )k
where  (x; )¿ ¿0.
Let us de ne a relaxation function ! as follows:
!(t)=
 
Lt

 t
k ds (23)
where  ¿0 is a positive constant. According to (16) we have
 t
0
!( )d = −  
 t
0
@  ln L  d = (ln L0 − ln Lt)→∞ as t →T−
max
Hence the relaxation function ! de ned by (23) satis es the structural condition (21). In this
case Equation (22) has the form
@u =g

k  −
1+ 
L

 
k 

+  

 
k  (24)
Remark 5.1
If we formally set  =0 in (24) then we obtain the same equation for the tangential velocity  
as the one derived in References [16,19,21, Equation (27)]. Recall that in this case the relative
local length g(u;t)=Lt is preserved, i.e. g(u;t)=Lt =g0(u)=L0 for any u∈[0;1] and t ∈[0;T).
On the other hand, taking  ¿0 yields limt →T
−
max g(u;t)=Lt = 1 for any u∈[0;1] independent
of the initial redistribution of the local length g0 =|@ux0| at t =0.
5.2. Image segmentation problem
In this section, we will study the case where the normal velocity function   arises from the
image segmentation problem discussed in a more detail in Sections 2 and 4. We will suppose
that the normal velocity function v= (x;k; ) has the form (17) with coe cients a;b and the
structural hypothesis (20) is satis ed.
Let  t; 06t¡Tmax, be a solution to (1) existing on a maximal time interval [0;T max). With
regard to Proposition 4.3 either Tmax =∞ or Tmax¡∞. In the case Tmax¡∞ we furthermore
have Lt →0a st →T−
max and the function !(t) de ned as in (23) is a relaxation function. In
the general case Tmax6∞ let us de ne a function
!(t)= 1 +
 2
Lt

 t
k ds (25)
where  1;  2¿0 are some positive constants. In order to clarify how  1 must be chosen with
respect to  2 let us denote B( ) a primitive function to b( ), i.e. B ( )=b( ). From Frenet’s
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formula @sT=kN we have
−

 t
b( (x))(∇ (x):N)k ds= −

 t
(∇B( (x)):@sT)ds
=

 t
TT∇2B( (x))Tds¿ − C

 t
ds= − CL t
where C¿0 is a constant such that maxx ∈  |∇2B( (x))|6C. Since

 t
k ds=

 t
a( (x))k2 − b( (x)) (∇ (x):N)k ds¿ − CL t
we have
 Tmax
0 !(t)dt =∞ provided that  1¿C 2 irrespective of the fact as to whether Tmax
¡∞ or Tmax =∞. Hence ! can be used as a relaxation function.
Proposition 5.1
Up to an additive constant there exists a unique tangential velocity functional   satisfy-
ing (22) where the relaxation function ! is given by (25) with  1;  2¿0. Moreover,  ∈
C1(O1=2;c 2+%(S1)) i.e. the tangential velocity functional   satis es the condition (15).
Proof
The proof directly follows from the de nition of the tangential velocity functional   (22) and
basic properties of H  older spaces.
6. NUMERICAL SCHEMES AND RESULTS
First we consider the normal velocity
 = (k; )= ( )k + F (26)
with a given anisotropy function  ( )¿0 and a constant driving force F [13]. The system of
governing equations is accompanied by the tangential velocity   given by Equation (22) with
relaxation function ! discussed in Section 5.2. Since there is no explicit dependence of  ow
on spatial position x the governing equations are a bit simpli ed and the evolving curve  t
is given (uniquely up to a translation) by reconstruction
x(u;:)=
 u
0
gTdu=
 s
0
Tds (27)
Before performing temporal and spatial discretization we insert (22) into (9) and (11) to
obtain
@tk =@2
s  + @s( k)+k
1
L

 
k ds + k!

1 −
L
g

(28)
@t =  
k@2
s  +(   +   
 )@s  (29)
@tg=−g
1
L

 
k ds − !(g − L) (30)
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From the numerical discretization point of view, critical terms in Equations (9)–(11) are
represented by the reaction term k2  in (9) and the decay term k  in (11). In Equations (28)
–(30) these critical terms were replaced by the averaged value of k  along the curve, thus
computation of a local element length in the neighbourhood of point with a high curvature is
more stable.
In our computational method a solution of the evolution Equation (1) is represented by
discrete plane points x
j
i ;i=0;:::;n; j=0;:::;m, where index i represents space discretiza-
tion and index j a discrete time stepping. Since we only consider closed initial curves the
periodicity condition x0
0 =x0
n is required at the beginning. If we take a uniform time step
 =T=m and a uniform division of the  xed parametrization interval [0;1] with a step h=1=n,
a point x
j
i corresponds to x(ih;j ). Di erence equations will be given for discrete quantities
k
j
i ; 
j
i ;r
j
i ;i=1;:::;n; j=1;:::;m representing piecewise constant approximations of the cur-
vature, tangent angle and element length for the segment [x
j
i−1;x
j
i ], which we call  owing
control volume, and for  
j
i representing tangential velocity of the  owing node x
j−1
i . We will
also use dual volumes [˜ x
j
i−1; ˜ x
j
i ];i =1;:::;n; j=1;:::;m, where ˜ x
j
i =(x
j
i−1 + x
j
i )=2. Then, at
the jth discrete time level, j=1;:::;m, the approximation of a curve is given by
x
j
i =x
j
0 +
i 
l=1
r
j
l (cos( 
j
l );sin( 
j
l ));i =1;:::;n (31)
In order to construct a discretization scheme for solving (28)–(30) we consider time-dependent
functions ki;  i;r i;x i;  i. Functions k
j
i ; 
j
i ;r
j
i ;x
j
i ; 
j
i described above, representing their values at
time levels t =j .
First we integrate Equation (22) at any time t over [xi−1;x i]. Using the Newton–Leibniz
formula and constant approximation of the quantities inside  owing control volumes we obtain
 i −  i−1 =riki (ki;  i) − riB − !

ri −
L
n

where B=1=L

  k ds. By taking discrete time stepping, for values of the tangential velocity
 
j
i we obtain
 
j
i =  
j
i−1 + r
j−1
i k
j−1
i  (k
j−1
i ; 
j−1
i ) − r
j−1
i Bj−1 − !(r
j−1
i − Mj−1)
i =1 ;:::;n; with  
j
0 =0 (x
j
0 is moving only in the normal direction) where
(32)
Mj−1 =
1
n
Lj−1;L j−1 =
n 
l=1
r
j−1
l ;B j−1 =
1
Lj−1
n 
l=1
r
j−1
l k
j−1
l  (k
j−1
l ; 
j−1
l ) (33)
and != 1 +  2Bj−1, with input redistribution parameters  1;  2. Integrating Equation (30)
gives us
dri
dt
+ riB + ri!=!
L
n
By taking backward time di erence we obtain update for local lengths
r
j
i =
r
j−1
i +  !Mj−1
1+ (Bj−1 + !)
;i =1;:::;n; r
j
0 =r j
n ;r
j
n+1 =r
j
1 (34)
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We will use also local lengths of dual volumes, q
j
i =(r
j
i +r
j
i+1)=2;i =1;:::;n. Subsequently,
new local lengths are used for approximation of intrinsic derivatives in (28) and (29). Inte-
grating the curvature equation (28) over [xi−1;x i] we have
ri
dki
dt
=[@sB(k; )]xi
xi−1 +[  k]xi
xi−1 + ki

ri(B + !) − !
L
n

By replacing the time derivative by time di erence, approximating k in nodal points by
the average value of neighbouring segments and using semi-implicit approach we obtain a
tridiagonal system with periodic boundary conditions imposed for new discrete values of
curvature
a
j
i k
j
i−1 + b
j
i k
j
i + c
j
i k
j
i+1 =d
j
i ;i =1;:::;n; k
j
0 =k j
n;k
j
n+1 =k
j
1 (35)
a
j
i =
 
j
i−1
2
−
 ( 
j−1
i−1 )
q
j
i−1
;c
j
i = −
 
j
i
2
−
 ( 
j−1
i+1 )
q
j
i
;d
j
i =
r
j
i
 
k
j−1
i
b
j
i =r
j
i

1
 
− (Bj−1 + !)

+ !Mj−1 −
 
j
i
2
+
 
j
i−1
2
+
 ( 
j−1
i )
q
j
i−1
+
 ( 
j−1
i )
q
j
i
Finally, by integrating the tangent angle equation (29) we obtain
ri
d i
dt
= ( i)[@s ]xi
xi−1 +[   ]xi
xi−1 −  i( i −  i−1)+  ( i)ki[ ]xi
xi−1
By a similar approach as above we obtain a tridiagonal system with periodic boundary con-
ditions for new values of the tangent angle
A
j
i  
j
i−1 + B
j
i  
j
i + C
j
i  
j
i+1 =D
j
i ;i =1;:::;n; 
j
0 = j
n − 2 ; 
j
n+1 = 
j
1 +2   (36)
A
j
i =
 
j
i−1
2
+
  ( 
j−1
i )k
j
i
2
−
 ( 
j−1
i )
q
j
i−1
;B
j
i =
r
j
i
 
− (A
j
i + C
j
i )
C
j
i = −
 
j
i
2
+
  ( 
j−1
i )k
j
i
2
−
 ( 
j−1
i )
q
j
i
;D
j
i =
r
j
i
 
 
j−1
i
The initial quantities for the algorithm are computed as follows:
R0
i =( R0
i1;R 0
i2)=x0
i − x0
i−1;i =1;:::;n; R 0
0 =R0
n;R 0
n+1 =R0
1
r0
i = |R0
i |;i =0;:::;n+1
k0
i =
1
2r0
i
sgn(R0
i−1 ∧R0
i+1) arccos

R0
i+1:R0
i−1
r0
i+1r0
i−1

;i =1;:::;n
 0
0 = arccos(R0
01=r0
0)ifR0
02¿0;  0
0 =2  − arccos(R0
01=r0
0)ifR02¡0
 0
i =  0
i−1 + r0
i k0
i ;i =1;:::;n
(37)
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Remark 6.1 (Solvability and stability of the scheme)
Let us  rst examine discrete values of the tangent angle computed from (36). One can rewrite
it in the form
 
j
i +
 
r
j
i
C
j
i ( 
j
i+1 −  
j
i )+
 
r
j
i
A
j
i ( 
j
i−1 −  
j
i )= 
j−1
i (38)
Let maxk  
j
k be attained at the ith node. We can always take a  ne enough resolution of
the curve, i.e. take small q
j
i  1;i =1;:::;n, such that both A
j
i and C
j
i are non-positive
and thus the second and third terms on the left-hand side of (38) are non-negative. Then
maxk  
j
k = 
j
i 6 
j−1
i 6maxk  
j−1
k . By a similar argument we can derive an inequality for min-
imum. In this way we have shown the L∞-stability criterion, namely
min
k
 0
k6min
k
 
j
k 6max
k
 
j
k 6max
k
 0
k;j =1;:::;m (39)
Having guaranteed non-positivity of A
j
i and C
j
i we can conclude positivity and diagonal dom-
inance of the diagonal term B
j
i. In particular, it implies that the tridiagonal matrix of the
system (36) is an M-matrix and hence a solution to (36) always exists and is unique.
In the same way, by taking q
j
i small enough, we can prove the non-positivity of the o -
diagonal terms a
j
i and c
j
i in system (35) for discrete curvature values. Then the diagonal term
b
j
i is positive and dominant provided that  (Bj−1 + !)¡1. Again we have shown that the
corresponding matrix is an M-matrix and therefore there exists a unique solution to system
(35).
Another natural stability requirement of the scheme is related to the positivity of local
lengths r
j
i during computations. It follows from (34) that the positivity of r
j
i is equivalent to
the condition  (Bj−1 + !)¿ − 1. Taking into account both inequalities for the time step we
end up with the following stability restriction on the time step  :
 6
1
|Bj−1 + !|
(40)
related to Bj−1 (a discrete average value of k  over a curve).
In the following  gures we present numerical solutions computed by the scheme; ini-
tial curves are plotted with a thick line and the numerical solution is given by further
solid lines with points representing the motion of some grid points during the curve evo-
lution. In Figure 2 we compare computations with and without tangential redistribution for
a large driving force F. As an initial curve we chose x1(u)= cos(2 u);x 2(u)=2sin(2 u) −
1:99sin
3(2 u);u ∈[0;1]. Without redistribution, the computations are collapsing soon be-
cause of the degeneracy in local element lengths in parts of a curve with high curvature
leading to a merging of the corresponding grid points. Using the redistribution the evolution
can be successfully handled. We used  =0:00001, 400 discrete grid points and we plotted ev-
ery 150th time step. In Figure 3 we have considered an initial curve x1(u)=
(1 − C cos2(2 u))cos(2 u);x 2(u)=(1− C cos2(2 u))sin(2 u);u ∈[0;1] with C =0:7. We
took  =0:00001 and 800 (Figure 3 left) and 1600 (Figure 3 right) grid points for repre-
sentation of a curve. In Figure 3, left, we plot each 500th time step, and in Figure 3, right,
each 100th step. It is natural that we have to use small time steps in the case of a strong
driving force. However, the time step is not restricted by the point-wise values of the almost
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Figure 2. Isotropic curvature driven motion,  (k; )= k + F, with  =1;F =10, without (left) and
with (right) uniform tangential redistribution of grid points.
Figure 3. Isotropic curvature driven motion of an initial non-convex curve including uniform tangen-
tial redistribution of grid points;  (k; )= k + F, with  =1;F = − 10 (left) and  =0:1;F = − 10
(right). Resolution of sharp corners in the case of a highly dominant forcing term using the
algorithm with redistribution is possible.
singular curvature in the corners which would lead to an unrealistic time step restriction.
According to (40), the time step is restricted by the average value of k  computed over
the curve which is much more weaker restriction because of the regularity of the curve out-
side the corners. In Figure 4 we present experiments with three-fold anisotropy starting with
unit circle. We used  =0:001, 300 grid points and we plotted every 50th time step (left)
and every 750th time step (right). In all experiments including redistribution, the parameters
 1 = 2 =10.
Now we shall consider the motion of the curves with explicit dependence of the  ow on
position x and suggest a numerical scheme for such a situation. Since we consider (1) with
a linear dependence of   on curvature (3) by using Frenet’s formulae one can rewrite the
position vector Equation (12) as an intrinsic convection–di usion equation for the vector x
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Figure 4. Anisotropic curvature driven motion of the initial unit circle including uniform tan-
gential redistribution of grid points;  (k; )= ( )k + F, with  ( )=1 − 7
9 cos(3 );F =0 (left)
and  ( )=1− 7
9 cos(3 ), F = − 1 (right).
and we obtain the system
@tk =@2
s  + @s( k)+k
1
L

 
k ds + k!

1 −
L
g

(41)
@t =  
k@2
s  +(   +   
 )@s  + ∇ x :T (42)
@tg=−g
1
L

 
k ds − !(g − L) (43)
@tx = (x; )@2
sx +  @sx + c(x; ) (44)
where  = (x;k; )= (x; )k+c(x; ) and c(x; )=(−c(x; )sin  ; c(x; )cos  ). In comparison
to the scheme given above, two new tridiagonal systems have to be solved at each time level
to update the curve position vector x. In order to construct a discretization scheme, Equations
(41)–(43) together with (22) are integrated over [xi−1;x i] and the last Equation (44) over
[˜ xi−1; ˜ xi]. Then, for values of the tangential velocity we obtain
 
j
i = 
j
i−1 + r
j−1
i k
j−1
i  (˜ x
j−1
i ;k
j−1
i ; 
j−1
i ) − r
j−1
i Bj−1
−!(r
j−1
i − Mj−1);i =1;:::;n;  
j
0 =0 (45)
with Mj−1;L j−1;!given as above and
Bj−1 =
1
Lj−1
n 
l=1
r
j−1
l k
j−1
l  (˜ x
j−1
l ;k
j−1
l ; 
j−1
l ) (46)
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Local lengths are updated by the formula
r
j
i =
r
j−1
i +  !Mj−1
1+ (Bj−1 + !)
;i =1;:::;n; r
j
0 =r j
n ;r
j
n+1 =r
j
1 (47)
The tridiagonal system for discrete values of the curvature reads as follows:
a
j
i k
j
i−1 + b
j
i k
j
i + c
j
i k
j
i+1 =d
j
i;i =1;:::;n; k
j
0 =k j
n;k
j
n+1 =k
j
1 (48)
a
j
i =
 
j
i−1
2
−
 (˜ x
j−1
i−1 ; 
j−1
i−1 )
q
j
i−1
;c
j
i = −
 
j
i
2
−
 (˜ x
j−1
i+1 ; 
j−1
i+1 )
q
j
i
b
j
i =r
j
i

1
 
− (Bj−1 + !)

+ !Mj−1 −
 
j
i
2
+
 
j
i−1
2
+
 (˜ x
j−1
i ; 
j−1
i )
q
j
i−1
+
 (˜ x
j−1
i ; 
j−1
i )
q
j
i
d
j
i =
r
j
i
 
k
j−1
i +
c(˜ x
j−1
i+1 ; 
j−1
i+1 ) − c(˜ x
j−1
i ; 
j−1
i )
q
j
i
−
c(˜ x
j−1
i ; 
j−1
i ) − c(˜ x
j−1
i−1 ; 
j−1
i−1 )
q
j
i−1
The tridiagonal system for new values of the tangent angle is given by
A
j
i 
j
i−1 + B
j
i  
j
i + C
j
i  
j
i+1 =D
j
i ;i =1;:::;n; 
j
0 = j
n − 2 ; 
j
n+1 = 
j
1 +2   (49)
A
j
i =
 
j
i−1 +   
 (˜ x
j−1
i ;k
j
i ; 
j−1
i )
2
−
 (˜ x
j−1
i ; 
j−1
i )
q
j
i−1
C
j
i =−
 
j
i +   
 (˜ x
j−1
i ;k
j
i ; 
j−1
i )
2
−
 (˜ x
j−1
i ; 
j−1
i )
q
j
i
B
j
i =
r
j
i
 
− (A
j
i + C
j
i );D
j
i =
r
j
i
 
 
j−1
i + r
j
i ∇ x (˜ x
j−1
i ; 
j−1
i ;k
j
i ):(cos( 
j−1
i );sin( 
j−1
i ))
Finally, we end up with two tridiagonal systems for updating the position vector
A
j
i x
j
i−1 + B
j
i x
j
i + C
j
ix
j
i+1 =D
j
i ;i =1;:::;n; x
j
0 =xj
n;x
j
n+1 =x
j
1 (50)
A
j
i = −
 (˜ x
j−1
i ; 1
2( 
j
i +  
j
i+1))
r
j
i
+
 
j
i
2
; C
j
i = −
 (˜ x
j−1
i ; 1
2( 
j
i +  
j
i+1))
r
j
i+1
−
 
j
i
2
B
j
i =
q
j
i
 
− (A
j
i + C
j
i ); D
j
i =
q
j
i
 
x
j−1
i + q
j
i c

x
j−1
i ;
1
2
( 
j
i +  
j
i+1)

The initial quantities for the algorithm are given by (37).
In Figure 5 we consider  (x; )=(1−8=9 cos(3 ))(x2
1+x2
2);c (x; )=x1 sin  −x2 cos  −0:5.
We used 100 grid points representing a curve, time step  =0:001 and redistribution parameters
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Figure 5. Curve evolution governed by v=(1−8=9 cos(3 ))(x2
1+x2
2)k+(−x1;−x2):(−sin  ;cos  )−0:5.
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Figure 6. Convergence of an initial curve to the edge, from outside (left) and from inside (right).
 1 = 2 =10. In the left we plot an initial curve and then each 25th time step until the
time t =0:2. In the right we continue visualization starting at time t =0:2 and then plotting
each 200th time step until the time t =1:6, where we can see convergence to an anisotropic
asymptotical shape.
Next we apply the computational method to the image segmentation problem, where v= 
 (x)k−b( (x))∇ (x):N, with  (x)=h(|∇u0(x)|);h (s)=1=(1+s2). We consider an arti cial
image with the intensity function u0 (see Figure 1 (left) and Figure 7 (right)) given by
u0(x1;x 2)=0:5+
1
10 
arctg

12:5 −
100(x2
1 + x2
2)
( 1+( x2
1=(1:5x2
1 +0 :5x2
2)))2

(51)
We have inserted an initial curve (an ellipse) with a resolution of 400 grid points inside the
image, either to the exterior of a Jordan curve representing the edge (Figure 6 left), in its
interior (Figure 6 right), or the initial ellipse crossing the edge (Figure 7 left). In all three
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Figure 7. Convergence to the edge of an initial curve crossing the edge (left); the density plot of the
image intensity function together with the limiting curve representing the edge position (right).
cases we can see convergence of the initial curve to the curve representing the edge position
and all limiting curves coincide up to a very high level of accuracy. Naturally, the most fast
segmentation was obtained in the third experiment. In the computations we have used the
time step  =0:0001;  1 = 2 =10 and we evolved the initial curve until variations in the
length and enclosed area are less than a prescribed tolerance (10−5). We considered  =0:1
and b( (x))=0:5=1− (x)+minx  (x). A function b was suitably chosen in order to achieve
a faster evolution of the curve in ‘nearly  at’ regions of the image.
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